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1.

Executive Summary

This report assesses the extent to which it would be feasible for the non-residential building sector
as a whole, and for individual building forms, to achieve net zero energy1 and/or greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050.
The potential strategies to reach this goal that are analysed in this study include:
1. cost-effective increases in minimum energy performance requirements in the National
Construction Code (NCC, or the Code) over time
2. cost-effective levels of solar generation on new non-residential buildings
3. cost-effective enhancements to existing national and state/territory policy measures.
The underlying objective – to enable greater predictability of future Code energy performance
requirements – has been identified both by the COAG Energy Council2 and by the building industry.3
Providing a forward trajectory or pathway for cost-effective Code settings is designed to enable
industry to better plan its innovation, education/training and commercial strategies. This in turn is
expected to improve certainty for investment and provide additional time for the industry to
anticipate and accommodate likely future Code increases.4
A forward trajectory based on regular three-yearly Code reviews would enable Code performance
requirements to remain aligned with emerging energy prices, technology improvement and related
market and policy developments over time. Significant and ongoing performance improvements
are expected in chillers, LED lighting, solar photovoltaic cells and other areas (eg, building
management systems and advanced software).

In this study, we apply the US Department of Energy definition of net zero at the building level, which is ‘“…an energyefficient building where, on a source energy basis, the actual annual delivered energy is less than or equal to the on-site
renewable exported energy.” US Dept of Energy, A Common Definition of Net Zero Energy Buildings, Campuses and
Communities, 2015.
2
The National Energy Productivity Plan (Item 31) notes that ’The Council…will…consider changes to the Code, so as to
achieve better energy efficiency outcomes for Australia’s buildings within the next cycle of revision of the Code, to be
complete by 2019, and subsequent triennial revisions (emphasis added).
3
ASBEC’s Industry Vision project concluded: “Forward targets that set out the allowable levels of energy consumption
for new buildings and major renovations over subsequent upgrades to the Code – well in advance of each Code upgrade
cycle – provide a regulatory signal to consumers and industry that would encourage innovation and investment in new
technology, design and construction practices. This is particularly important for innovations that require a long leadtime, such as the development of new products by manufacturers, as it allows the industry to plan ahead for future
regulatory requirements.”
4
It is not the intention of this report to substitute for future Regulation Impact Assessments, that will be undertaken to
focus more closely on possible Code changes at specific points of time. Rather it is intended to provide a longer-term
perspective on the extent to which it is currently expected to be cost effective to lift energy performance requirements
over time.
1
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Regular Code reviews at three-yearly intervals – and increases to energy performance requirements
to the full extent that they are cost-effective – would help realise the economic potential for building
users to minimise their energy costs, reduce peak electrical system demands and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
Further, since it is more practical as well as cheaper to design and build-in higher energy efficiency
for new buildings, as compared to retrofitting existing ones, regular Code reviews and adjustments
would contribute to a least-cost abatement path for Australia overall. The NCC and its predecessors
(back to 2006) have generated the largest share of energy and emissions savings in this sector to
date – even allowing for the risk that up to 25% of modelled savings may not, in fact, be realised,
due to poor compliance, commissioning or other factors. 5
Key Findings
The key findings of this research are as follows:
•

It would be cost-effective to lift weighted average6 energy performance requirements for
non-residential buildings, beyond levels specified for NCC2019, and without including a solar
requirement in the Code, by 30% in 2022, 32% in 2025, 38% in 2028 and 43% in 2034.

•

If a solar requirement were included in the Code, the weighted average cost-effective
improvements would increase to 43% in 2022, 48% in 2025, 80% by 2028 and 95% by 2034
for the building forms documented.7 The sharp rise in later years is due to anticipated
increases in the cost-effectiveness of building-integrated solar in particular.

•

Implementing the savings measures above in 2022 would increase net economic welfare in
Australia by $25.6 billion (without solar) or $41.7 billion (with solar). Unquantified benefits
include enhancing the comfort, safety and productivity of building occupants and the climate
resilience of the building stock.

5

Note that this assumption (also made in ABCB/The CIE (2018)) applies equally to all versions of the Code, as there is
no evidence to suggest that the degree of non-realisation of savings has changed over time. Therefore, energy
consumption is higher in all scenarios than would otherwise be the case, but proportionately higher in BAU, which in
turn means that modelled energy savings are higher than would be the case if there were full compliance (in both BAU
and policy cases). The 25% value is (mostly) an assumption, and further research in this area would be well-merited.
Some corroborating evidence is offered in ABCB/The CIE (2018), while the assumption also helps to explain historical
energy consumption trends as modelled for this study.
6
For each scenario, individual results for each building form in each climate zone are weighted by their share of the total
(new build) floor area, then the weighted averages by climate zone/building form are weighted by their shares of total
floor area to obtain an overall national weighted average. Unweighted results are shown in the report and provide a fuller
indication of the diversity of results.
7
This does not mean that all new buildings will be able to achieve these outcomes: some will achieve greater savings
and some less depending upon their location, design, function and other factors.
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•

Delaying implementation of the measures from 2022 until 2025 would involve opportunity
costs of $4.5 billion in present value terms without solar, or $8.0 billion if the value of
foregone solar generation is included.

•

A challenge in including a solar energy requirement in the Code is the variable extent to
which individual building solutions would be able to benefit. However, there would be a
range of options available to manage this. Further research and consultation are called for.

•

Code provisions that allow solar/renewable energy on non-residential buildings to be
traded-off against other energy performance requirements should be reviewed, with the
aim of ensuring that the benefits of solar/renewable energy on buildings are additional to
those created by energy efficiency provisions.

•

The opportunity for significant further increases in energy performance requirements in
2022 – three years after the NCC2019 provisions are expected to take effect – reflects three
main factors:
o Code energy performance requirements were not adjusted at the 3-year regulatory
windows in 2013 or 2016.
o NCC2019 is expected to capture part of the full cost-effective potential for energy
performance improvement.8 In part, this reflects the fact that the underlying analysis
for that project was completed at least a year prior to this study.
o Expectations of continued performance improvements and/or real cost reductions in
key building technologies, notably chillers and lighting.

•

Regular adjustments to Code settings targeting the maximum cost-effective savings every
three years – flagged well in advance, but then finalised each three years following
consultation and regulation impact assessment – are likely to represent an optimal balance
between minimising opportunity costs for the community, on the one hand, and enabling
industry to plan in an efficient and progressive manner, on the other.
o Regular adjustments enable standards to remain aligned with changing energy prices
and innovation in building technologies, designs and costs, maximising the net social
welfare
o In contrast, past ad-hoc approaches have created regulatory uncertainty and led to
a lack of transparency and accountability in the standards review process, as well as
standards that do not maximise net social welfare

8

This is discussed further in Section 5.1 below.
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o We recommend COAG considers committing the Code change process to regulation
in future, to limit discretion and maximise transparency in that process.
•

Around two thirds of non-residential buildings standing in 2050 are expected to be built or
refurbished after 2019. To reduce overall energy costs and emissions, it is likely to be more
effective and efficient to lift standards for new building work in the Code to the maximum
degree cost-effective than to upgrade the performance of existing buildings (through
targeted measures, and not necessarily via the NCC).9 The two strategies are not mutuallyexclusive, however, and both could be implemented at the same time.

•

The combination of 1) cost-effective energy performance requirements of new buildings, 2)
solar on new buildings and 3) additional cost-effective non-Code efficiency measures could
put the sector as a whole onto a trajectory to achieve zero net energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions before 2050. The non-Code efficiency measures modelled are
expansions/extensions to the Greenhouse and Energy Minimum Standards (GEMS) program,
NABERS, Commercial Building Disclosure and state/territory energy savings schemes, along
with a Code requirement for effective commissioning, enhanced enforcement effort and
greater education and training for industry. The net zero outcome would only be achieved
if all three elements above were delivered. In addition, outcomes will be affected by the
rate of decline in the emissions-intensity of grid-based energy supply. Nevertheless, the
analysis indicates that COAG could set a long-term goal of zero net emissions by 2050 for the
non-residential buildings sector with confidence.

•

The potential for net zero energy/emissions for the non-residential sector as a whole exists
despite only modest reductions in the use of gas in buildings being modelled, beyond the
market-driven fuel switching that has already occurred. This result is contingent, however,
on the wider use of PV on new buildings. In effect, the wider deployment of PV on new
buildings would enable the continued use of gas in these buildings while longer terms
emissions goals are still met.

Figure 1 shows the 2022 energy trajectory to 2050, with and without the inclusion of solar energy
requirements for new buildings, while Figure 2 shows the 2025 trajectory. The solid wedges show
the expected energy consumption of non-residential buildings, including the reduction in energy
consumption attributable to the measures named, while the dotted green line shows the gross PV
generation in each scenario. In both figures, the dotted green line cuts the x-axis before 2050,
indicating that the net energy consumption of the sector (total energy consumption minus PV
generation) is projected to fall below zero (indicating a surplus of PV generation over energy
consumption).

9

Noting that the scope of this study did not allow for the cost-effectiveness of upgrading existing buildings to be
documented – this would require a dedicated study.
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Figure 1: 2022 Energy Trajectory
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Figure 2: 2025 Energy Trajectory
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At a technical level, the key changes, relative to NCC2019, that are expected to be cost effective in
2022 vary by building class and climate zone, but indicatively include: overnight ventilation + low
infiltration, perimeter zone daylight harvesting (maximum visible transmissivity), ductwork pressure
reduction, lighting control by occupancy sensor, external wall fabric colour, economy cycles used
for all Air Handling Units, chillers with COP 5.998/IPLV 8.852, and R2 external wall insulation. We
also recommend that commissioning becomes a Code requirement, along with a lift in Code
enforcement activity, to minimise the losses understood to be occurring in these areas.
Table 1 provides a summary of the key impact indicators by scenario. The 2022 scenario assumes
that cost-effective energy efficiency improvements are implemented via the NCC in 2022, 2025,
2028 and 2034 (‘the 2022 scenario’), with or without solar energy requirements in the Code. The
2025 scenario is similar except that the first Code change would occur in 2025 rather than 2022.
The table shows electricity, gas and emissions savings (including PV generation in the ‘with solar’
scenarios), along with key benefit cost indicators, for each scenario. It may be noted that adding a
solar requirement more than doubles the energy and emissions savings in 2050 and increases the
gain in net economic welfare by around 70%, compared to the ‘energy efficiency only’ approach.
Table 1: Summary of Key Indicators by Trajectory

Energy
Savings in
2030 (PJ)*

2022 Trajectory
(without solar)
2025 Trajectory
(without solar)
2022 Trajectory
(with solar)
2025 Trajectory
(with solar)

GHG
Emission
Savings in
2030 (Mt
CO2-e)

22.4

Cumulative Energy
GHG
Savings in
Emission
2050 (PJ)*
Savings to
2030 (Mt
CO2-e)
3.6
15.9
113.6

GHG
Emissions
Savings in
2050 (Mt
CO2-e)

Cumulative
GHG
Emissions
Savings to
2050 (Mt
CO2-e)
5.9
120.9

15.4

2.5

7.4

106.7

5.6

99.7

45.9

7.7

33.9

242.8

12.7

260.2

31.2

5.2

15.1

228.1

11.9

213.6

* Includes solar generation for with-solar trajectories.
Table 2 shows the summary benefit cost analysis by component and by trajectory. It indicates that
electricity savings present the largest share of the present value of benefits for the trajectories
without (additional) solar, while the present value of solar generation is slightly higher than for
electricity savings in the trajectories with additional solar. Avoided network costs are the next
highest component, with significantly smaller contributions from avoided carbon and gas costs.
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Table 2: Summary of Benefit Cost Analysis by Trajectory and Component

Present values, $million
FY2019 real, 7% real
discount rate
Electricity savings
Gas savings
Additional solar generation
Avoided carbon costs
Avoided network costs
Total benefits
Incremental investment
costs
Net present value
Benefit cost ratio

2022 Trajectory
(without solar)

2025 Trajectory
(without solar)

2022 Trajectory
(with solar)

2025 Trajectory
(with solar)

$22,695
$1,766

$19,512
$1,491

$3,649
$18,917
$47,027
$21,380

$3,077
$16,318
$40,399
$19,257

$22,695
$1,766
$25,220
$7,517
$12,605
$69,803
$28,075

$19,512
$1,491
$20,752
$6,197
$10,873
$58,826
$25,070

$25,647
2.2

$21,142
2.1

$41,728
2.5

$33,756
2.3

Conclusions
Our key conclusions are as follows:
•

It is feasible and expected to be cost effective for the non-residential buildings sector as a
whole to reach net zero (grid-based) energy consumption and net zero emissions before
2050.

•

The trajectory to net zero involves:
o regular and progressive increases in Code energy performance requirements to the
maximum degree cost effective every three years
o including a solar energy performance and a building commissioning requirement in
the Code
o additional measures such as progressive increases to state and territory energy
savings targets, and expansion and acceleration of existing national measures such
as NABERS, Commercial Building Disclosure and appliance/equipment standards and
labelling.

•

There is a strong prima facie case for a further increase in NCC minimum energy performance
requirements for non-residential buildings in 2022 of around 30%, on average, and at 3yearly intervals thereafter.

•

Delaying this increase for just three years would impose net costs of $4.5 billion on the
economy, including higher energy bills, infrastructure costs and greenhouse gas emissions.
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•

Including a solar energy performance requirement for non-residential buildings in the Code
from 2022 would significantly enhance net economic welfare, while reducing building
operating costs and greenhouse gas emissions.

•

this set of measures would lift net economic welfare by up to $42 billion in present value
terms, while reducing energy consumption over the period by up to 2050 by 228 PJ and
greenhouse gas emissions by up to 213 Mt CO2-e.
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2.

Introduction

2.1

Purpose

The primary purpose of this Report is to indicate the extent to which it is feasible and cost effective
for the non-residential building sector as a whole to achieve net zero energy and/or greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050.
Second, it considers the extent to which it is expected to be cost-effective to lift energy performance
requirements for new non-residential buildings in Australia, beyond levels to be specified in the
2019 version of the National Construction Code, over the period from 2022 – 2034.
Third, it considers the extent to which it would be cost-effective to specify solar generation on new
buildings in future.

2.2

Context

In 2015, the COAG Energy Council launched a National Energy Productivity Plan (NEPP). This Plan
aims to lift Australia’s energy productivity by 40% by 2030 amongst other goals.10 The companion
NEPP Work Plan detailed an initial suite of thirty-four measures and activities designed to help
achieve this target.
Item #31 – Advancing the National Construction Code – noted: 11
The Council…will facilitate engagement with the Australian Building Codes Board (ABCB) and
Building Ministers Forum to consider changes to the Code, so as to achieve better energy
efficiency outcomes for Australia’s buildings within the next cycle of revision of the Code, to
be complete by 2019, and subsequent triennial revisions.
Consistent with this, a review of settings for non-residential buildings for the 2019 edition of the
Code (NCC2019) is nearing completion following extensive research, stakeholder consultation and
regulation impact assessment.12

COAG (2015a), COAG Energy Council, National Energy Productivity Plan 2015 – 2030: boosting competitiveness,
managing costs and reducing emissions, December 2015.
11
COAG (2015 b), COAG Energy Council, National Energy Productivity Plan: Work Plan, 2015, p. 20.
12
ABCB, NCC2019, Consultation Regulation Impact Statement: Energy efficiency of commercial buildings, March 2018.
10
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In addition, and noting the reference to ‘subsequent triennial revisions’ above, two important and
closely-related projects have been undertaken to consider the medium- and longer-term outlook
for future energy performance revisions. First, the Australian Sustainable Built Environment Council
(ASBEC) has led the development of an industry vision ‘…for improving the energy performance
requirements for both residential and non-residential buildings in the Code, with a goal to provide
certainty, foster innovation and deliver the benefits of rapidly improving energy technical and design
approaches for Australia.’13
Working with a ‘broad coalition of built environment sector industry groups’,14 ASBEC found that
‘well-designed and implemented targets for minimum energy requirements will drive innovation
and investment in new practices and technology’. It concluded: 15
Specific and time-bound targets provide guidance as to when, how and to what degree
energy requirements will change over time. Forward targets that set out the allowable levels
of energy consumption for new buildings and major renovations over subsequent upgrades
to the Code – well in advance of each Code upgrade cycle – provide a regulatory signal to
consumers and industry that would encourage innovation and investment in new technology,
design and construction practices. This is particularly important for innovations that require
a long lead-time, such as the development of new products by manufacturers, as it allows
the industry to plan ahead for future regulatory requirements.
Second, and in line with NEPP #31, the Australian Government has been working with industry,
states and territories, buildings researchers and other stakeholders to develop forward-looking
trajectories for the energy performance of residential and non-residential buildings. This work has
been conducted in two parallel projects, noting that different issues and stakeholders are engaged
in each sector. Both, however, focus on exploring the potential for and nature of further Code
revisions from the next regulatory review window (2022) and beyond. This is consistent with
ASBEC’s call for government to provide early signals about future regulatory settings in sufficient
time to facilitate orderly investment, innovation and training and education.
The output of both projects are expected to be forwarded to COAG Energy Council by the end of
2018, with the aim of seeking agreement to an overall framework and strategy for future Code
energy performance requirements and related policy settings. Any Code change proposal for 2022
would involve further stakeholder consultation and regulation impact assessment.

13

COAG (2015b), p. 20.
ASBEC is the peak body of key organisations committed to a sustainable built environment in Australia. ASBEC
members consist of industry and professional associations, non-government organisations and government and academic
observers who are involved in the planning, design, delivery and operation of Australia’s built environment. The project
was delivered in partnership with ClimateWorks Australia, and with the technical and sponsorship support from the Cooperative Research Centre for Low Carbon Living. Project delivery partners included Energy Action and Strategy. Policy.
Research., CSIRO and the University of Wollongong. The project was steered by Prof. Tony Arnel, a former long-term
member of the Australian Building Codes Board. RACV was the lead project sponsor.
15
ASBEC/ClimateWorks Australia, Built to Perform: an industry led pathway to a zero carbon ready building code,
July 2018.
14
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The preparation of this Report has involved an (ongoing) process of engagement and consultation
involving Australian Government and state and territory officials, industry and other stakeholders.
Much of the research conducted for the ASBEC project has been shared with this project, and we
gratefully acknowledge ASBEC’s co-operation in this regard. This not only enabled the current
project to be conducted more efficiently, but also enabled deeper and more extensive stakeholder
engagement than might otherwise have been possible. At the same time, this project involved
additional research in areas such as:
•

More detailed consideration of the potential for solar generation on buildings

•

The potential impacts of batteries and electric vehicles in influencing the shape of future
building-related energy demands and system impacts

•

Closer examination of the expected rate of growth and turnover in the non-residential
building stock

•

Extension of results to include Class 2 common areas.

As a result, some findings presented here differ in detail from in ASBEC’s Built to Perform. However,
the overall conclusions of the two projects are fully consistent with each other.

2.3

Process

The research involved three key steps:
1. Assessment of the technical potential for cost-effective improvements in both energy
efficiency and on-building solar generation over the 2022-2034 period, beyond the minimum
Code requirements for the 2019 edition of the National Construction Code (NCC2019)
2. Assessment of the national economic and other impacts that would be associated with
realising this potential, including energy and emissions savings, avoided electricity network
costs and net economic benefits by state and territory
3. Assessment of the implications for future policy settings.
The methodology for and key findings of each step are summarised in the Sections below.
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3.

Technical Assessment

3.1

Objective and Scope

The objective is to provide a detailed, evidence-based assessment of the expected cost-effective
energy performance potentials of non-residential buildings over the next 15 years. It draws on
current expectations about the rate of improvement in the performance of key building elements,
the rate of change in their real costs, and the rate of change in real energy prices. Inevitably, at least
some of these parameters will evolve over time in ways that cannot be fully anticipated now. This
is why analyses such as this should be undertaken regularly – for example, every three years – to
provide industry and government with a rolling outlook or trajectory for future cost-effective
building performance levels, indicative of future minimum Code energy performance requirements.
This study is not intended to specify the Code energy performance requirements for 2022 or any
other time period: this will be done by targeted studies in future. However, it is intended to send
clear signals to industry in particular about likely, or at least feasible, future Code settings, to enable
orderly planning of innovation processes, including product research and development and
associated personnel training and development. This will ensure that building costs and also market
disruptions are minimised over time. As noted, the technical research for this project draws
extensively on that commissioned by ASBEC, and a detailed description of the methodology and
results will be published by ASBEC and the CRC for Low Carbon Living, which sponsored much of the
research.

3.2

Methodology

In summary, we conducted simulation modelling of five building archetypes selected to provide a
representative sample of building forms across Australia, as described in Table 3. These archetypes
do not necessarily represent whole and complete buildings (for example, the school archetype
represents a classroom rather than an entire school). They were selected to cover a wide spectrum
of internal loads and surface-area-to-volume ratios.
Table 3: Building Archetypes

Building Description
10,000m2 office, 10 levels, 31.6m x 31.6m floor plate, 3.6m floor-floor, VAV system with
Office
central plant
School

200m2, 1 level, 20m x 10m floor plate, 3.3m floor-ceiling, packaged AC with opening
windows

Hotel

2000m2, 3 level, 36.5m x 18.3m floor plate, 3.6m floor-floor, Fan coils with central plant

Shop

1000m2, 1 level, 31.6m x 31.6m floor plate, 6 m floor-ceiling, packaged AC with economy
cycle

Ward

500m2, 1 level, 50m x 10m, 3.3m floor-ceiling, VAV system with central plant

Energy Action (Australia) Pty Ltd
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The energy performance of these building forms was simulated in four climate zones (NCC Climate
Zones 2, 5, 6 and 7 – see Figure 3), generating annual and hourly energy consumption and peak
demand observations, along with rooftop and building-integrated solar generation potential.

Figure 3: National Construction Code Climate Zones

The simulations were conducted firstly to achieve minimum compliance with the Section J deemedto-satisfy provisions proposed for NCC2019. This is the ‘business as usual’ or reference case. Then
a series of analyses were undertaken to examine potential to increase the energy performance
specifications of each archetype over varying timeframes between 2022 and 2034. The changing
timeframes are associated with expected changes in the technical performance of key building
elements (lighting, glazing, mechanical plant, etc) and also in the cost of these elements. Further,
the cost-effectiveness of different performance levels is affected by assumed future energy prices.
The technical areas tested are noted in Table 4.
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Table 4: Technical Areas Tested

Area
Glazing and Shading

Notes
Higher performance glass, double-glazing, improved shading. active
shading
Daylighting
Daylight control and the use of light shelves
Insulation
To be investigated in conjunction with overnight ventilation (see
below)
Fabric colour
Light coloured walls to be investigated
Lighting
Extrapolation of trends in LED efficiency
Fan Systems
Higher minimum fan efficiencies; increases in duct/AHU size
Pumps
Higher minimum pump efficiencies; increases in pipe size
Chillers and PAC units
Increased minimum efficiencies; some projection of future efficiency
trends for equipment
Outside air treatment
Increased requirement for heat recovery on ventilation air
Lifts
Increased minimum efficiencies
Infiltration
Identification of building characteristics giving higher infiltration
impacts; also has interactions with overnight ventilation and
insulation
Overnight ventilation
Investigation of impacts of controlled overnight ventilation; crosslinked with insulation and infiltration
Economy cycle
Investigation of increased stringency for application of economy cycle
Commissioning
Investigation of sensitivity to poor commissioning (and, by proxy,
poor maintenance and control)
Roof top PV
Evaluation of rooftop PV generation potential
Building integrated PV (BIPV)
Evaluation of BIPV (vertical face) generation potential
Thermal Mass
Investigation of thermal mass impacts, using building mass either as
a passive element or activated via overnight ventilation
Direct/indirect
evaporative Evaluation of potential as supplement/replacement for base case
cooling
HVAC

As buildings are complex systems, testing is conducted in two steps. First, each element is
considered independently, by varying performance specifications and associated costs, and noting
the cost-effectiveness of each treatment at each time interval. Each upgrade that achieves a benefit
cost ratio greater than 1 is retained for second-stage, multi-dimensional analysis. Here, different
combinations of elements from Stage 1 are combined and the overall benefit cost ratio assessed.16
Where this falls below 1, the lower benefit cost ratio (BCR) measures are progressively removed
until the BCR is at least 1. Where the combined benefit cost ratio is greater than 1.5, additional
measures from Stage 1 (with individual benefit cost ratios less than 1) are progressively incorporated
in order to reduce the overall BCR to less than 1.5. Due to the limited ‘granularity’ of performance
specifications for individual elements, in some cases the combined measures have a BCR greater
than 1.5.

16

Note that the BCRs associated with specific measures often change in Stage 2, as compared to Stage 1, due to the
interaction of the multiple measures that are considered in Stage 2. As a hypothetical example, a particular lighting
upgrade might be found cost-effective in stage 1; that is, considered in isolation. However, in Stage 2, that upgrade may
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The potential for cost-effective solar photovoltaic (PV) generation on the modelled building forms
is assessed separately, taking into account the maximum available space (roof and façade) suitable
for incorporation of PV and the amount of PV that can be incorporated by maintaining a BCR for the
installation of around 1.25. The following key details are noted:
•

The percentage of export was derived based on hourly predictions of solar generation and
building energy use taken from the simulation models

•

A feed-in tariff of 35% of the grid power tariff was assumed (a proxy for current levels in
most jurisdictions)

•

PV was modelled as having learning rates for both cost and efficiency, with the result that
the amount of PV increases in the later analysis years.

•

The BCR for PV was determined as a function of energy cost savings and capital construction
cost for the array

•

A shading co-efficient dependent upon the building archetype was assumed to determine
the installed PV capacity.

While the potential for installing solar on the buildings represented by the five building archetypes
has been determined taking into account the extent to which each archetype is likely to be
incorporated within a larger building (eg, the hospital ward as one floor of a taller hospital building),
we do not have a good description of the distribution of different building types by the average
number of floors, at least at the national level.17 The actual solar potential of specific buildings will
reflect their form, design and location inter alia, and therefore the results below must be treated as
indicative only.
Table 5 indicates the key assumptions that lead to an increasing potential for solar uptake over time,
while Table 6 indicates the shading coefficients that are assumed to limit uptake of both rooftop
and building-integrated PV for each building form.18 In Table 5, the cost learning rate is defined as
the percentage reduction in cost of PV in $/W relative to the cost in 2018 ($1.80/W). The efficiency
learning rate is defined as the percentage improvement in PV panel efficiency relative to the 2018
efficiency (15%).

lead to additional winter heating energy being used by the HVAC system in a cooler climate, reducing the value of benefits
and the BCR associated with the lighting upgrade. In a warmer climate, the opposite effect may occur (that is, less cooling
energy may be needed thanks to the lighting upgrade), leading to a higher BCR for the lighting upgrade in Stage 2 than
in Stage 1.
17
Some partial observations are available through NEXIS and state- or city-based sources including the Next Wave
project in Victoria. For analytical purposes, what would be required is an estimate of the physical form of the future
building stock.
18
These assumptions were developed by the Energy Action research team during the ASBEC Code Trajectory project
and reflect their best professional judgement.
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Table 5: Solar PV Key Parameters

2018 (base
case)
Cost Learning Rate
Efficiency Learning Rate
Cost $/W
PV Panel Efficiency

0%
0%
1.8
15%

2022
10%
8.33%
1.62
16.25%

2025
20%
16.70%
1.44
17.50%

2028
40%
33.30%
1.08
20%

2034
50%
50%
0.9
22.50%

Table 6: Shading Co-efficients for Rooftop and Building-integrated PV by Building Type

Building Type

Roof-top PV

Building-integrated PV

Hotel
Office
Retail
Hospital
School

70%
60%
75%
75%
70%

50%
30%
50%
50%
50%

Finally, a separate analysis was undertaken of the potential to deploy batteries (lithium-ion, leadacid or zinc bromide vanadium flow) to minimise peak building demand during system peak periods.
Results are provided in the next chapter.
Apart from the battery analysis, the scope of our analysis did not include an exploration of the
possible benefits and/or costs of the solar generation scenarios for electricity networks, and no
additional or avoided network or electricity system costs were modelled in association with the solar
generation. Such costs and/or avoided costs are highly context- and scenario-dependent. Also, we
note that the network is already undergoing a significant change in the focus of investment towards
expenditures that will enable more complex power flows to be managed securely.
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3.3

Results

3.3.1 Energy Efficiency Improvement
Table 7 summarises the results of the energy efficiency potentials analysis. Averaging all modelled
climate zones and building forms, with each form/climate zone weighted by their floor shares in
2020, we find that it is currently expected to be cost-effective to lift energy performance
requirements beyond those in NCC2019 by 30% in 2022, 32% in 2025, 38% in 2028 and 43% by 2034.
The spread of results by building form and climate zone in each time period is indicated in the Table.
Table 7: Cost-effective Energy Efficiency Improvement Potential, Relative to NCC2019, by Building Form and Climate Zone, without
Solar

Timeframe
2034
Hotel
Office
Retail
Healthcare
School
Average
2028
Hotel
Office
Retail
Healthcare
School
Average
2025
Hotel
Office
Retail
Healthcare
School
Average
2022
Hotel
Office
Retail
Healthcare
School
Average

Climate
Zone 2

Climate
Zone 5

Climate
Zone 6

Climate
Zone 7

Weighted
Averages

39%
26%
49%
44%
56%

40%
24%
46%
41%
61%

27%
27%
44%
32%
64%

24%
30%
44%
29%
57%

33%
26%
45%
37%
61%
43%

37%
23%
38%
42%
54%

39%
21%
35%
39%
59%

25%
23%
34%
30%
61%

23%
26%
35%
28%
55%

31%
23%
35%
35%
59%
38%

34%
18%
27%
39%
49%

36%
17%
24%
38%
56%

23%
19%
22%
29%
58%

20%
23%
24%
27%
51%

29%
19%
24%
33%
55%
32%

32%
17%
24%
39%
42%

34%
16%
22%
37%
50%

21%
19%
21%
29%
53%

18%
22%
22%
27%
44%

27%
18%
22%
33%
49%
30%
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The changes in building elements that contribute to these outcomes vary by building form, climate
zone and time-period. However, an indication of the key changes is offered by examining the office
building form in Climate Zone 5 (eg, Sydney) – see Table 8. In this case, all of the incremental
efficiency improvement after 2022 is due to the last three items noted (chiller COPs, external wall
insulation and lighting power density.
Table 8: Key Changes to the Office Building Form, Climate Zone 5

2022

2025

2028

2034

Overnight ventilation
+ low infiltration
Perimeter zone
daylight harvesting
(max visible
transmissivity)
Ductwork pressure
reduction
Lighting control by
occupancy sensor
External wall fabric
colour (light colour)
Economy cycle used
for all AHUs
Chiller COP
5.998/IPLV 8.852
R2 external wall
insulation

Overnight ventilation
+ low infiltration
Perimeter zone
daylight harvesting
(max visible
transmissivity)
Ductwork pressure
reduction
Lighting control by
occupancy sensor
External wall fabric
colour (light colour)
Economy cycle used
for all AHUs
Chiller COP 6.33/IPLV
10.12
R2 external wall
insulation

Overnight ventilation +
low infiltration
Perimeter zone daylight
harvesting (max visible
transmissivity)

Overnight ventilation +
low infiltration
Perimeter zone daylight
harvesting (max visible
transmissivity)

Ductwork pressure
reduction
Lighting control by
occupancy sensor
External wall fabric
colour (light colour)
Economy cycle used for
all AHUs
Chiller COP 7.83/IPLV
12.12
R4 external wall
insulation
Lighting power density
reduced by 20%

Ductwork pressure
reduction
Lighting control by
occupancy sensor
External wall fabric
colour (light colour)
Economy cycle used for
all AHUs
Chiller COP 8.58/IPLV
12.87
R4 external wall
insulation
Lighting power density
reduced by 40%

Noting that new efficiency measures are already envisaged for NCC2019, Table 9 indicates the areas
that were found to offer the greatest potential for additional cost-effective efficiency improvement
by 2022. The ranges of results shown in Column 3 reflect the diversity of outcomes across the
different building archetypes and climate zones.
Table 9: Additional Efficiency Gains, 2022 vs 2019

Measure

New or Improvement item?

Chiller/PAC COP improvement
Perimeter zone daylight harvesting
External shutters
Overnight ventilation
Further ductwork pressure reduction

Improvement
New
New
New
Improvement

Energy Action (Australia) Pty Ltd

Cost-effective % reduction on
NCC2019 regulated energy
2.4% - 63%
0.3% - 14.7%
1.3% - 8.6%
1% - 7%
1.4% - 4.8%
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Further details of the energy efficiency analysis by building form and climate zone will be available
from the ASBEC Code Trajectory project.

3.3.2 Solar Generation
Table 10 indicates the net energy intensities of the building forms, in each climate zone and over
time, that can be cost-effectively attained when the above levels of energy efficiency improvement
are combined with cost-effective solar generation potentials on-building. Values in red indicate the
net demand for offsite or purchased energy, in annual megajoules per square metre (MJ/m2.a),
while the values in green indicate that the net demand for purchased energy is negative; that is, on
average over a year, the building form would export more energy than it imports from the grid. To
identify the component of the change in energy intensity that is attributable to energy efficiency
only, see Table 7.
The analysis finds that the school archetype is able to achieve, or indeed exceed, net zero energy
cost-effectively by 2022, while the hospital ward and retail forms attain this level of cost-effective
performance progressively over the 2025 – 2034 period. The building forms that are less energy
intensive and that have greater roof area as compared to building volume achieve this level of
performance soonest, while the office and hotel archetypes are modelled to not achieve this level
even by 2034. It should be recalled that these outcomes do not apply to all buildings of these types,
but only to the particular forms modelled. Nevertheless, the analysis is indicative of the timeframes
over which the combined potential of energy efficiency and solar generation on buildings is
expected to make it feasible to achieve net zero energy performance outcomes cost-effectively.
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Table 10: Net Energy Intensity (MJ/m2.a) by Building Form, Climate Zone and Time Period, Combining Cost-effective Energy
Efficiency and On-Building Solar Generation

Archetype

Climate
Zone

Hotel

2
5
6
7
2
5
6
7
2
5
6
7
2
5
6
7
2
5
6
7

Office

Retail

Ward

School

Baseline
(NCC2019)
MJ/m2.a
407.6
397.5
299.9
300.4
348.9
319.4
309.7
324.6
349.9
308.2
285.7
271.4
227.4
269.5
274.8
221.9
91.1
33.8
58.3
56.1

2022
MJ/m2.a

2025
MJ/m2.a

2028
MJ/m2.a

2034
MJ/m2.a

251.5
236.6
220.4
226.3
287.9
265.9
249.8
249.4
227.2
205.8
192.7
173.5
7.6
22.7
49.5
52.7
-93.0
-146.8
-140.1
-134.3

237.8
224.0
209.5
215.2
282.5
263.1
247.5
247.2
206.9
189.7
180.3
156.6
-15.2
2.0
31.1
32.9
-115.7
-162.5
-152.2
-155.6

167.4
157.1
150.4
146.6
240.3
224.9
211.7
206.7
31.9
25.7
25.2
-18.7
-124.9
-100.3
-61.6
-92.7
-234.1
-270.9
-256.3
-293.5

142.6
135.3
129.3
124.9
222.8
209.1
195.8
190.5
-48.2
-50.8
-42
-90.6
-184
-157.7
-122.6
-155.4
-291
-323
-311
-353

Table 11 presents similar data to Table 7 above, but with the impact of solar energy for new builds
included in addition to the energy efficiency improvements in that table. Where average
improvement potentials exceed 100%, this indicates that the building form/climate zone is
modelled to exceed net zero energy – that is, to export more energy over a year than it imports.
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Table 11: Cost-effective Energy Efficiency Improvement Potential, Relative to NCC2019, by Building Form and Climate Zone, with
Solar

Timeframe
2034
Hotel
Office
Retail
Healthcare
School
Average
2028
Hotel
Office
Retail
Healthcare
School
Average
2025
Hotel
Office
Retail
Healthcare
School
Average
2022
Hotel
Office
Retail
Healthcare
School
Average

Climate
Zone 2

Climate
Zone 5

Climate
Zone 6

Climate
Zone 7

Weighted
Averages

65%
36%
114%
181%
419%

66%
35%
116%
159%
1056%

57%
37%
115%
145%
633%

58%
41%
133%
170%
729%

61%
36%
117%
157%
755%
277%

59%
31%
91%
155%
357%

60%
30%
92%
137%
901%

50%
32%
91%
122%
540%

51%
36%
107%
142%
623%

55%
31%
93%
134%
644%
235%

42%
19%
41%
107%
227%

44%
18%
38%
99%
581%

30%
20%
37%
89%
361%

28%
24%
42%
85%
377%

36%
19%
39%
95%
418%
146%

38%
17%
35%
97%
202%

40%
17%
33%
92%
534%

27%
19%
33%
82%
340%

25%
23%
36%
76%
339%

33%
19%
33%
87%
386%
134%

3.3.3 Batteries and Electric Vehicles
The review considered the potential impacts and opportunities associated with the emergence of
larger-scale batteries and electric vehicles. We find that there is significant potential for batteries,
particularly in combination with solar on buildings, to smooth the impacts on grid demand of
variations in solar output and demand (including vehicle charging demand). However, in ‘peak
shifting mode’ only, batteries were cost-effective only under optimistic learning rate assumptions;
that is, as prices fall significantly – see Table 12. We note, however, that batteries can offer multiple
services simultaneously (including a range of ancillary and demand management services) and the
overall cost effectiveness of battery installation depends on how they are utilised, and the tariff
structures and other aspects of the financial environment in which they operate. These more
detailed considerations were not within the scope of our analysis.
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Table 12: Benefit cost ratio results for each battery technology, under conservative and optimistic learning rate scenarios

Technology
Li-ion
Lead Acid
Zinc Bromide
Vanadium Flow

Conservative
2025
0.63
0.28

Optimistic
2025
1.19
0.59

Conservative
2028
0.79
0.41

Optimistic
2028
1.41
0.75

Conservative
2034
0.90
0.51

Optimistic
2034
1.56
0.88

0.26

0.49

0.33

0.65

0.39

0.73

Electric vehicle uptake in Australia is slow compared to many other OECD countries, but is expected
to take-off as prices decline and model availability improves over the next 1 – 3 years. While this
development could lead to additional loads for non-residential buildings and local grids, the extent
to which this is expected to occur is ameliorated by a) ‘smart’ charging technologies; b) the
likelihood that most ‘commuter’ charging will occur at home overnight, rather than at workplaces;
c) the availability of solar and batteries on an increasing number of buildings; and d) the opportunity
for 2-way energy flows between connected EVs and the grid.
The analysis of battery and electric vehicle is not included within the benefit cost and impact analysis
presented in Section 4, as there is significant uncertainty about the rate of uptake of both
technologies at this point in time, and developments in these areas will continue independent of
National Construction Code or other buildings policy settings.
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4.

Economic and Impact Assessment

4.1

Methodology

This part of the analysis determines the scale of energy savings by fuel, greenhouse gas savings and
other benefits associated with realising the technical scenarios above, and also estimates the
associated national costs and benefits. It estimates the potential for non-Code policies and
measures to contribute to national energy and emissions savings in the non-residential building
sector, but we do not undertake benefit cost analysis on these non-Code opportunities.
The methodology involves the following key steps:
1. Estimating the new building energy intensity and fuel mix, including for building classes and
climate zones not modelled above, for each time period (2022 – 2034).
2. Applying these estimates to a national stock model of non-residential building growth and
turnover (to determine the national floor area that would be affected by Code changes in
different time periods).
3. Estimating energy and emissions savings, and incremental benefits and costs, for each time
period relative to a ‘business as usual’ scenario that includes NCC2019, existing policies and
measures and other effects such as autonomous energy efficiency improvement
(technological change) and price elasticity. Note that we commence modelling the BAU
scenario in FY2001, to provide an opportunity to calibrate the model against the actual path
of energy consumption and emissions in the historical period.
New building/Code scenarios are modelled to apply from their start date (2022, 2025, etc) to 2050,
with impacts continuing for the length of the economic lives of the investments induced (40 years
for buildings, 30 years for network assets, 25 years for solar) – this means that the last year of impact
is 2089, 40 years after a building built in 2049-2050. Since the building form simulations occurred
by climate zone, but national benefit cost analysis is conducted by state and territory, it was also
necessary to reconcile the stock model and energy consumption both by climate zone and by state
and territory. We consider two options: one in which only cost-effective energy efficiency
opportunities are realised in future Code settings, and one in which both cost-effective energy
efficiency and solar potentials are realised.
The absolute size of the non-residential building stock is not known with precision, and different
sources disagree. The starting point value shown in Figure 4 below (291 million sqm gross floor
area) broadly aligns with a DEWHA (now Dept of the Environment and Energy) stock model
previously developed and used for regulation impact studies as well as for the Commercial Building
Baseline Study.
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The rate of growth in the non-residential building stock in Australia is also not known with any
precision, nor is the rate of retirement (demolition/rebuild), major refurbishment or repurposing
from one building class to another, yet each of these in principle triggers the application of thencurrent Code energy performance requirements. We therefore base our stock growth assumptions
on Australian Bureau of Statistics chain volume measures of building activity over time, which are
indicated to be proportional to the volume, rather than the value, of new building work – although
the ‘type of work’ is not indicated and may include demolitions and refurbishments in addition to
new building construction. In line with the Commercial Building Baseline Study, we assume that 1%
of the stock undergoes major refurbishment each year.
We then construct ratios that compile the change in volume of construction work by the change in
Gross State Product (GSP) by state and territory, reflecting an assumption that non-residential
construction activity is primarily driven by economic growth rather than population or households,
which are more commonly used as growth drivers for residential buildings. Both chain volume
construction activity and GSP indices are volatile, and they are therefore smoothed over 5 years.
Stock growth rates are then projected over the 2019 – 2050 period at rates that are assumed to be
lower than experienced in the historical period – due to factors such as increasing intensity of use
of commercial floor area, increasing work-from-home trends and the shift towards online vs inperson shopping. Figure 4 indicates both the historical volatility in modelled stock growth by
jurisdiction and also the lower future growth assumptions as compared to derived historical values.
Figure 4: Historical and Projected Rates of Growth in Non-Residential Building Net Floor Area by Jurisdiction
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Applying these assumptions, the stock modelling suggests that net non-residential floor area could
almost double by 2050, from an estimate of around 500 million sqm in FY2019 to just over 900
million sqm by FY2050.
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Figure 5: Net Non-Residential Building Stock Growth by State/Territory (sqm Gross Floor Area)

Further, due to major refurbishment and demolition/rebuild of the existing building stock each year,
we estimate that 67% of the non-residential floor area standing in FY2050 will have been built or
significantly refurbished after FY2019. This offers an important counter-perspective to the oft-put
view that improving the existing building stock is more important than ensuring that the energy
performance of the new building stock is optimised. However, combining the projection that 67%
of the stock will be ‘new’ (post-2019) in 2050 with the observation that it is far more cost-effective
to improve energy performance at natural points in a building’s life cycle – most importantly at
original design and construction, but also points of major upgrades over its lifetime – it may be both
more important and more cost-effective to ensure that new building energy efficiency is optimised
as a priority, and then seek the most cost-effective upgrades in the remaining building stock that
are feasible, using targeted policies and measures. This is discussed further in Section 5.
The methodology used to estimate national benefits for all building classes and climate zones, based
on the more limited number of classes and climate zones simulated, is the same as that developed
for the ASBEC Code Trajectory project. In short, the energy intensities of non-simulated building
classes and climate zones are estimated by scaling the energy intensities of simulated building
classes and climate zones using scaling factors derived from earlier Energy Action modelling of NCC
2016 solutions, which covered all building classes and climate zones.19 This methodology will be
described in more detail in the forthcoming ASBEC technical report on the Code Trajectory project.
Key inputs to the national benefit cost analysis include the following:

19

Energy Action, Setting the Forward Trajectory for Commercial Building Energy Efficiency, August 2017.
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•

Electricity prices – historical values and projections to 2037 are sourced from Jacobs20
(prepared for AEMO’s 20-year forecasts), adjusted to FY2019 real prices and assumed to
remain constant thereafter. They are similar but not identical to those used in the ASBEC
Code Trajectory project.

•

Historical gas prices are sourced from Oakley Greenwood21 and indexed to move in
proportion to real electricity prices in the projection period.

•

Greenhouse gas intensity of grid-based electricity consumption is assumed to fall in line with
the projections of the ENA/CSIRO Electricity Network Transformation Roadmap,22 while the
greenhouse gas intensity of gas consumption is assumed to remain constant.23

•

Shadow carbon prices are sourced Australian Government Climate Change Authority’s
Targets and Progress Review – ACIL Allen projections – adjusted to FY2019 real prices.24

•

A central case assumption is a 7% real discount rate, in line with the recommendations of
the Office of Best Practice Regulation.25

•

Incremental costs for energy efficiency improvements and solar generation are derived from
the technical analysis section above: Energy Action has reviewed relevant market prices and
trends from a range of sources for the purposes of the NCC2019 stringency project for the
Australian Building Codes Board, for the ASBEC Trajectory project, and for this project. We
assume a 2% cost learning rate over time and conduct sensitivity analysis on this assumption.
This reflects practice in past potentials studies, and as recommended by Houston Kemp
Economists for the residential sector.26,27 The CIE discuss learning rates at length in their
2018 Consultation RIS for the non-residential sector and deploy them in certain scenarios.28

20

Jacobs, Retail electricity price history and projected trends, for AEMO, September 2017.
Oakley Greenwood, Gas Price Trends Review 2017, March 2018.
22
CSIRO/ENA, Electricity Network Transformation Roadmap: final report, April 2017.
23
It is possible that hydrogen injection into natural gas streams could develop in future.
24
http://climatechangeauthority.gov.au/targets-and-progress-review-5
25
https://www.pmc.gov.au/resource-centre/regulation/cost-benefit-analysis-guidance-note
26
Eg, pitt&sherry, Pathway to 2020 for Low-Energy, Low-Carbon Buildings: benefit cost analysis, 2012.
27
Houston Kemp, Residential Buildings Regulatory Impact Statement Methodology, April 2017.
28
ABCB/The CIE, NCC2019 Consultation Regulation Impact Statement: energy efficiency of commercial buildings,
March 2018, pp 41 – 42.
21
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•

Avoided network costs were both modelled on a bottom-up basis for each building form by
Energy Action in the technical analysis above and also estimated top-down by SPR using the
Conservation Load Factor (CLF) method.29 Our reported analysis uses the latter approach,
as it generates more conservative estimates of avoided peak demand. Note that we
attribute no avoided peak demand to the solar generation scenarios, but only to the energy
efficiency improvements. We use a conventional CLF value of 0.4 for all scenarios, to ensure
comparability, and values for avoided network cost consistent with the ASBEC project and
sourced from CSIRO. They range between $497,000/MW in Western Australia to
$927,000/MW in South Australia in real FY2019 dollars, representing annual deferral
benefits.
o We consulted CSIRO regarding future avoided network costs,30 resulting in a number
of additional steps being taken to make our analysis more conservative – broadly in
line with the Roadmap’s core observation that there is a level of network investment
that is not avoidable even in a high-efficiency, low-carbon future grid. We therefore
assumed that annual energy consumption savings lead to declining (ie, non-linear)
rates of avoided network costs over time, while avoided network costs are also
assumed to be delayed in time by 3 years, to recognise that there may be periods of
over-capacity that do not translate immediately into avoided costs.

There is a debate about whether wholesale or retail electricity prices (or other constructs such as
long run marginal cost) should be used for this type of analysis and, as a result, how avoided network
costs should be treated.31 We use the retail price approach. As one consequence, we don’t
separately estimate the value of deferred electricity generation expansion, as the retail price already
includes an efficient generation cost. Retail prices also include a cost component attributable to
network costs (currently, in Australia, around 40% of the retail price, but historically much lower, as
indeed it is in many OECD countries). These costs – and whether efficient or not – are not avoidable
in the short term, as they are (generally) recovered as daily charges independent of energy
consumption. However, we argue they are avoidable in the medium term, as regulators respond to
the lower-than-expected level of demand by reducing allowable expenditure by network
businesses. This in turn results in lower network tariffs (than would otherwise have occurred).32
This process may involve a time lag, during which network business may be over-recovering their
actual costs (and/or making inefficient investments). From a resource cost perspective, this
represents a (temporary) deviation from the most efficient allocation of resources in the economy,
attributable to the slower nature of the regulatory processes that substitute for efficient market
processes in this non-competitive sector. We therefore ‘look through’ this adjustment lag.

29

UTS/Energetics, Building Our Savings: reduced infrastructure costs from improving building energy efficiency, 2010.
Reflecting its leadership of the Electricity Transformation Roadmap project.
31
See, for example, ABCB/The CIE (2019), Appendix H, pp 140 – 148.
32
We note that, arguably, the value of network assets could also be altered to reflect their reduced productivity, following
the efficiency-induced fall in demand, and this would also lead to reduced network tariffs. In practice, however, this
normal market adjustment mechanism is not used in Australian energy market regulation. Despite this, we have seen
significant downward revisions in network tariffs in the NEM, as both energy consumption and peak demand have fallen
below network businesses’ and the regulator’s expectations.
30
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The effect of the efficiency measures in reducing peak demand over time, relative to the levels that
would have been expected in the absence of the efficiency change, is valued using only the
component of total network costs that is avoidable (also known as the ‘growth-related’ cost
component), which has been estimated at around 50% of the total network capital costs.33 Our
view is that this avoided future cost is additional to the value represented in the current network
tariff, which reflects medium term (5 year) network cost expectations.
For the Code, we also estimate the likely potential to reduce the modelled 25% of Code energy
savings by greater Code enforcement and compliance effort, which is largely a state/territory
responsibility, and also through including a mandatory building commissioning requirement in the
Code. We estimate that up to 20 percentage points (of the 25% assumed losses) could be clawed
back in this manner, although a detailed investigation of this point was not within our scope.
For non-Code measures, we estimate the potential contributions, in terms of energy and emissions
savings, that could be made by potential expansion of measures such as:
1. Expanding the coverage of NABERS ratings tools to all non-residential building types
2. Expanding the coverage of the Commercial Building Disclosure scheme from offices
greater than 1,000 sqm to include all non-residential buildings types
3. States and Territories continue to expand their energy savings targets in line with
practices seen in recent years (most schemes have progressively lifted targets at
something less than 1% of total demand per year). With the accumulation of savings
over time, we model the potential for the energy savings associated with these schemes
to increase by between 2.8% and 3.4% per year, which are lower rates than we calculate
have occurred in the recent past, albeit from lower bases.
4. The GEMS program returns to, and sustains over time, previously-projected savings rates
by implementing new measures and continuing to update standards to the extent that it
is cost-effective over time
5. Additional efforts are made to incentivise the upgrade of existing non-residential
buildings.

33

Jacobs, Energy Market Impact of the VEET Scheme, Draft Report, 2 April 2015, Appendix C. Note that this study was
intended to examine energy market impacts only, not full social costs and benefits, and the nature of VEET efficiency
measures is not comparable with building energy efficiency improvements, notably in the duration of those benefits over
time.
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The scope of this study did not allow for a full investigation or benefit cost analysis of these options.
Therefore, we have exercised judgement about the extent to which they are likely to realise
additional energy savings cost-effectively. Options 1 and 2 would best form a package, to enable a
wider range of buildings to be rated and have those ratings disclosed, as a market-based incentive
for higher-performance buildings. Option 3 would represent no more than a continuation of past
practices, as those states that have energy savings targets (Vic, NSW, ACT, SA) have tended to lift
them by around 1% of their energy consumption per year. Option 4 is modelled as the full
realisation of past program expectations – no doubt, even greater savings could be realised from
this program if its regulatory program were fully supported and enabled by governments. For
Option 5, this is complicated by the fact that numerous existing programs and measures (including
all those noted above) already target improvements in the energy efficiency of existing buildings.
Second, with limited exceptions, it is less cost-effective to improve the performance of existing, as
compared to new, buildings.34 This effect may be accentuated by existing programs, such as
state/territory energy savings schemes, already targeting highly cost-effective opportunities such as
LED lighting upgrades. We consider that a dedicated study would be needed to establish the extent
to which there are unrealised but cost-effective opportunities to improve the efficiency of the
existing non-residential building stock, which measures are likely to be the most effective, and the
additionality of savings relative to existing measures.
Overall, however, there is an important role for non-Code measures, including measures
championed by individual states and territories, in achieving longer term and deeper cuts to nonresidential building energy use. Indeed, the finding that the non-residential sector as a whole could
reach net zero emissions by 2050 is contingent on such measures proceeding, in addition to the
Code changes modelled.

34

Exceptions would include rectifying poor practices in existing buildings, such as a lack of maintenance of HVAC
equipment or poor commissioning.
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4.2

Results

4.2.1 Business as Usual
As noted, our business-as-usual projection includes the modelled effect of NCC2019 along with past
Code energy performance requirements (introduced in 2006 and 2010), existing energy efficiency
measures (including the Greenhouse and Energy Minimum Standards (GEMS) program, NABERS,
Commercial Building Disclosure and state-based energy efficiency targets/mechanisms. We also
model price elasticity effects, notably during the 2007 – 2016 period when energy prices in Australia
increased rapidly; an autonomous energy efficiency effect (non-policy-induced efficiency
improvement of 0.25% per year) and, from 2015, a modest uptake of solar on buildings equivalent
to around 1% of building stock each year – indicating that by FY2050, just over one-third of the nonresidential building stock is assumed to have some solar installed, without additional policy
incentives. For modelling purposes, these effects are estimated relative to a counter-factual ‘frozen
efficiency’ scenario, as shown in Figure 6 below. This wedges diagram is read from the top down,
with the top line representing frozen efficiency, with each wedge of savings identified, and with
bottom line representing the business-as-usual projection after all the effects have been taken into
account.
The key result is that total non-residential energy consumption is projected to remain relatively flat
over the period to FY2050, assuming a continuation of current policy settings. That is, the effect of
existing policies and market trends is expected to largely offset the impact on energy consumption
of the sector’s growing net floor area/building count. At the same time, the sector does not make
any significant progress towards net zero energy under BAU assumptions.
Figure 6: Business as Usual Energy Consumption Trajectory to 2050
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Other factors to note regarding the BAU trajectory include:
•

The largest single savings wedge shown in Figure 6 is the combined effect of the National
Construction Code energy performance requirements from 2006, 2010 and 2019 (the yellow
line). This result occurs despite an assumption that up to 25% of the savings modelled for
these measures has not been/will not be realised, due to a combination of poor compliance,
missing or poor commissioning and/or unrealistic modelling of simulated savings relative to
real-world buildings – referred to in the literature, and discussed in the RIS for NCC2019, as
the ‘performance gap’.35,36
o In the 2022 and 2025 Trajectories modelled below, we model (as a new measure,
additional to BAU) an expectation that three quarters of this 25% loss could, in future,
be avoided through greater Code enforcement, commissioning becoming a Code
requirement, and other measures to address the performance gap issue.

•

The contribution of existing energy efficiency measures to future energy savings (the blue
line) falls over time, due to BAU assumptions including no new state energy efficiency targets
beyond those already announced; saturation effects reducing future savings from NABERS
and CBD (as the same office spaces are rated and re-rated many times); and a downgrading
of past estimates of energy savings attributable to GEMS, noting that many mooted
standards have not in fact been delivered over at least the last 5 years.

•

Australian Energy Statistics suggests that there has been significant fuel switching from gas
to electricity in the period from FY2001 to FY2016.37 Based on this data, we estimate that in
FY2001 non-residential buildings sourced 73.4% of their energy from electricity and 26.6%
from gas (including small contributions from LPG and town gas). By FY2016, the gas share
had fallen to 23%. Had the gas share remained at its 2001 level, gas consumption in FY2016
would have been some 109 PJ, while the actual value is estimated to have been less than 77
PJ. We attribute this past fuel switching to market effects such as movements in relative
electricity and gas prices and changes in equipment prices and energy efficiencies. Our
projections assume no deliberate fuel switching attempts are made in future, although the
ASBEC new building archetypes for retail and schools are assumed to be all-electric buildings.

35

ABCB/Centre for International Economics, NCC2019 Consultation Regulation Impact Statement: energy efficiency of
commercial buildings, March 2018, Appendix D.
36
We note that no quantitative analyses, such as compliance audits, have been undertaken to substantiate the extent to
which non-residential buildings may be under-performing relative to past RIS estimates. At the same time, the central
estimate of unrealised savings ABCB/The CIE (2018) is higher at 25%, with one scenario testing 50%.
37
Australian Energy Statistics is only current until the end of FY2015-16. It also involves a significant degree of
modelling rather than direct data compilation.
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•

Historical energy consumption, as shown in Figure 6 (the black line), tracks lower than the
cumulative effect of the modelled measures between 2008 and 2015. Our interpretation is
that while the economic literature assumes that the medium-term own-price elasticity of
demand for electricity in the commercial sector is relatively inelastic (we assume -0.31, and
considerably lower values can be found in the literature), in fact, the response to the
sustained energy price rises over this period appears to have been much greater than
assumed (and modelled here). That said, that effect appears to have ended or even reversed
in recent years.

4.2.2 2025 Code Trajectory
This scenario assumes that a first Code change after NCC2019 is made in 2025, with subsequent
adjustments in 2028 and 2034. The efficiency improvements for new buildings modelled for this
scenario average a 32% reduction over NCC2019 levels in 2025, 38% in 2028 and 43% in 2034
(through to 2050), as indicated in Table 7 above. No additional beyond-BAU solar is modelled in this
scenario. The scenario does include an estimate of the potential for additional energy savings from
non-Code efficiency measures.
Figure 7 shows that this scenario would be expected to realise significant energy savings, relative to
business-as-usual (noting that the green BAU line is identical to that in Figure 6 above). By 2050,
Code-related energy savings are projected to reach 106.7 PJ, comprising 98.5 PJ of electricity and
8.1 PJ of gas. That is, 92% of the energy savings are electricity and 8% gas. The primary reason for
this is that electricity is the dominant fuel in the non-residential buildings sector, and also because
the cost-effective energy savings modelled in Section 3 above primarily focus on more efficient use
of electricity. These energy savings would reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 5.6 Mt CO2-e in
2050, or by just under 100 Mt CO2-e cumulatively over the 2026 – 2050 period.
Figure 7: 2025 Energy Trajectory (no new solar)
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Figure 7 also underscores that non-Code measures, including state and territory measures, have
significant potential to contribute to national energy and emissions savings in the non-residential
sector.
While this scenario – including both Code and non-Code savings – is modelled to cut non-residential
energy consumption by a very significant 72% relative to the FY2016 actual value (to 93 PJ in 2050,
as compared to 332 PJ in 2016), without an additional contribution from solar, the scenario does
not enable the non-residential buildings sector as a whole to reach net zero energy by 2050.
In terms of the national benefit cost analysis, this Code scenario is modelled to be highly costeffective, and cost-effective in all states and territories. 38 As indicated in Table 13, the net present
value is estimated to be $21.1 billion in real FY2019 dollars, with a national benefit cost ratio of 2.1,
above the target range (from the technical analysis) of 1 – 1.5.39 The higher benefit cost ratio than
targeted in the technical analysis reflects the fact that the national impact assessment takes into
account the value of externalities such as avoided electricity infrastructure costs and social costs of
carbon.
Table 13: 2025 Trajectory Benefit Cost Analysis, No Solar

FY2019$m

NSW
VIC
QLD
SA
WA
TAS
NT
ACT

Total

Present
Value of
Benefits

Present
Value of
Costs

Net
Present
Values

$7,571
$6,366
$4,930
$8,125
$4,722
$1,130
$6,201
$1,355
$40,399

$3,400
$4,030
$2,837
$3,018
$2,941
$573
$1,895
$564
$19,257

$4,171
$2,336
$2,093
$5,107
$1,781
$557
$4,306
$791
$21,142

Benefit
Cost
Ratios
2.2
1.6
1.7
2.7
1.6
2.0
3.3
2.4
2.1

4.2.3 2022 Code Trajectory
This scenario differs from the above only in that it is assumed that the next Code adjustment, after
NCC2019, occurs at the next regulatory window of 2022, rather than in 2025. As indicated in Table
7 above, the scenario is based on national weighted average cost-effective improvements in energy
performance standards for new buildings of 30%% in 2022 (relative to NCC2019), 32% in 2025, 38%
in 2028 and 43% in 2034.

38

Note that we only conduct benefit cost analysis on the new building/Code changes, and not on the other potential energy
efficiency measures noted (GEMS, state targets, etc).
39
This result is explained by the national benefit cost analysis taking into account external benefits such as avoided social
costs and carbon and avoided electricity network costs.
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By comparison with the 2025 trajectory, the 2022 Code option achieves an additional 6.9 PJ of
energy savings by 2050, reducing energy consumption by just over 113.6 PJ in 2050. Again,
electricity comprises over 92% of the Code-related savings, at 104.8 PJ. Greenhouse gas emissions
would be 5.9 Mt CO2-e lower in that year, with cumulative emissions savings over the 2023 – 2050
period of 120.9 Mt CO2-e. While these values are higher than for the 2025 scenario, the differences
are not large, as the end point energy efficiencies in both scenarios are the same – the difference is
that this scenario starts three years earlier.
Figure 8: 2022 Energy Trajectory (no new solar)
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The three-year advance over the 2025 scenario has its largest impact on the national benefit cost
analysis. As indicated in Table 14, the net present value of this Code change option is $4.5 billion
higher than for the 2025 scenario at $25.3 billion, with a higher BCR of 2.2. The additional economic
value of this option is primarily driven by the earlier start date. Since the building improvement
measures are selected and modelled to be cost-effective, delaying their introduction involves
imposing an opportunity cost on the economy in the form of higher energy bills, network costs and
carbon costs that is necessary or cost-effective.
However, without an additional contribution from solar energy on new buildings, this scenario also
does not reach net zero energy by 2050, even with additional non-Code measures, although it is
closer to this point than the 2025 trajectory.
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As is discussed further in Section 5, the BCRs for the Code changes modelled in Scenarios 2022 and
2025 exceed what is understood to be a target range of 1 – 1.5,40 and this indicates that somewhat
higher stringencies than modelled here may be cost-effective. This would be even more so if solar
energy requirements were included in the Code. This question should be investigated in more detail
in a future regulation impact assessment process.
Table 14: 2022 Trajectory Benefit Cost Analysis, No Solar

FY2019$m

NSW
VIC
QLD
SA
WA
TAS
NT
ACT

Total

Present
Value of
Benefits

Present
Value of
Costs

Net
Present
Values

$8,781
$7,422
$5,645
$9,496
$5,503
$1,290
$7,341
$1,549
$47,027

$3,788
$4,492
$3,135
$3,351
$3,270
$630
$2,093
$621
$21,380

$4,993
$2,930
$2,511
$6,145
$2,233
$660
$5,248
$929
$25,647

Benefit
Cost
Ratios
2.3
1.7
1.8
2.8
1.7
2.0
3.5
2.5
2.2

4.2.4 Solar Generation
If we assume that cost-effective levels of solar PV are included in new building solutions, as
described in Section 3, then the net economic benefits – including external benefits such as reduced
social costs of carbon, but also private benefits such as building operating cost reductions – are
considerably greater than if solar is not considered.
For example, in the 2025 scenario with solar, the net present value rises by 76% to $33.8 billion, as
compared to $19.2 billion without solar. This is because the value of the solar output increases the
present value of total benefits by over $20 billion, while the associated cost increase, in present
value terms, is only $5.8 billion. In the 2022 scenario, the inclusion of solar adds $25 billion of
benefit, in present value terms, and $6.7 billion of cost, leading to a net increase in the overall value
of this option of $18.3 billion to $41.7 billion, with a BCR of 2.5. The implications of these results
are discussed in Section 5 below.

This is understood to be how ‘cost effective’ is interpreted in this context, although this BCR target range does not
appear to be documented.
40
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The inclusion of solar generation within new building solutions – in addition to the non-Code energy
efficiency changes noted above – would enable the net energy consumption of the non-residential
buildings sector to fall below zero before 2050. That is, the energy generated by solar systems on
buildings would exceed the annual energy consumption of those buildings, leading to the sector
being a net exporter of renewable energy – see Figure 9 (2022 trajectory – the figure for the 2025
trajectory is similar but crosses the x-axis around 2 years later.
Figure 9: 2022 Trajectory, Net Energy Consumption with Solar PV
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4.2.5 Sensitivity Analysis
Recalling that the general pattern of National Construction Code changes is that higher costs are
incurred in the short term, to improve building energy performance, while higher benefits occur
over a much longer period defined by the expected economic lives of the investments induced, the
results will inevitably be sensitive to real discount rate assumptions. This is because higher discount
rates depress the present value of costs or benefits that occur in the more distant future relative to
those that occur sooner. Because the costs associated with Code performance requirements occur
in the nearer term, while the benefits stretch out over the longer term, higher discount rates will
reduce the apparent net present value of the measure, while lower discount rates have the opposite
effect. In the ‘no mandated solar’ scenarios, for example, assuming a real discount rate of 10%
reduces the net present value of the 2025 trajectory to $11.4 billion with a BCR of 1.7, while for the
2022 scenario, the equivalent values are $15.1 billion and 1.8. Reducing the real discount rate to
3% increases the NPV of the 2025 scenario to $151 billion with a BCR of 4.0, and the 2022 scenario
to over $175 billion and a BCR of 4.3.41
Increasing the modelled level of incremental construction cost increase by 25% above that
calculated by Energy Action reduces the NPV of the 2025 (no new solar) trajectory to $16.0 billion
and a BCR of 1.7, while for the 2022 trajectory, the values fall to $20.0 billion and 1.7. Reducing
costs by 25% lifts the 2025 trajectory NPV to $25.6 billion with a BCR of 2.8, and for the 2022
trajectory, the values are $30.7 billion and 2.9.
Assuming no learning rates act to reduce the incremental costs of compliance over time, the NPV of
the 2025 trajectory (no new solar) would fall to $16.6 billion, while for the 2022 trajectory, it would
fall to $19.9 billion.
Overall, we conclude that the measures modelled are comfortably cost-effective, with the costeffectiveness not materially influenced by plausible changes in key assumptions, and no changes to
the relative ‘merit order’ of the options considered as a result of changing assumptions.

Strictly, changing the real discount rate is not a sensitivity analysis – it represents an assumption based on theory rather
than a variable where the actual value can be discovered over time, like energy prices or incremental costs, for example.
41
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5.

Policy Assessment

5.1

A 2022 Code Change?

It may seem surprising that a weighted average 30% cost-effective energy efficiency improvement
is available in 2022, just three years after the proposed stringency change in NCC2019, which itself
is expected to deliver around a 30% improvement in energy performance on average relative to
current standards. However, this result is readily explained by noting, first, that no Code stringency
adjustments were made at either the 2013 or 2016 regulatory windows, despite economic
conditions (in particular, significantly higher energy prices) that suggested they would have been
warranted. This means that the gap between the current (pre-2019) stringency of the Code’s energy
performance requirements, and those that would be optimal from a societal perspective, is very
large. Second, this research and other indicators (reviewed below) suggest that the proposed
stringency for NCC2019 is modest and likely to realise about half of the cost-effective potential for
higher energy performance standards.42 These points are discussed in further detail below.
The primary impact of higher energy performance standards for buildings is to reduce the
operational energy cost of those buildings, while other important impacts included reducing peak
electrical system loads, reducing greenhouse gas emissions and important but more difficult-toquantify effects on building occupant health and productivity. As a result, the benefit of energy
performance regulation is linked to the value (or cost) of energy, while the cost of such regulation
is unrelated to energy prices (but rather primarily determined by the incremental cost of designing
and building higher performance buildings). This means that when energy prices rise, the net
benefit of building energy efficiency regulation will rise (barring unrelated changes elsewhere in the
economy).
In Australia, electricity prices have at least doubled since 2007, depending upon the state and
customer class of the electricity user. The ACCC notes that electricity price rises rose 8% per year,
on average, over this period, dramatically outstripping general price inflation (the CPI) or wages
growth – see Figure 10. Gas prices in Australia are less transparent than electricity prices, but appear
to have also increased significantly, for example by 61% in Victoria - see Figure 11.

42

The ABCB Secretariat notes that the underlying assumptions between The CIE modelling and those in this project may
differ – this could contribute to differences in benefit cost ratios. Further, it notes that NCC2019 stringency was adjusted
to ensure that fire and amenity outcomes were not compromised; based on industry feedback; and to align the Code with
international standards or other regulations such as (product and equipment) minimum energy performance standards.
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Figure 10: Electricity Price Index, 2007 to 2017, cf wages and CPI

Source: ACCC, Retail Electricity Pricing Inquiry: Preliminary Report, September 2017, p. 13.
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Figure 11: Retail Gas Prices, Victoria, 2007 – 2017

Source: Australian Government Department of the Environment & Energy, Gas Price Trends Review
Report 2017, Data Tables
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The last adjustment to Code energy performance requirements occurred in 2010 (implemented
from 2011 in most states), based on analysis completed in 2009. As a result, the impact of very
significant energy price rises since at least 2009 have not yet been taken into account in Code energy
performance requirements.
On the second issue of Code stringency, BCA2010 was designed to achieve a benefit cost ratio (BCR)
of 2. 43 The initial non-residential energy performance requirements were introduced in BCA2006,
which was assessed as realising a BCR of 4.9.44 A study commissioned by the then Department of
Climate Change and Energy Efficiency in 2012 identified that the cost-effective increase in average
new non-residential building energy performance, relative to BCA2010, would be some 58% by 2015
and 68% by 2020.45 As noted, NCC2019 is estimated by The CIE to deliver a 30% improvement on
BCA2010 on average. Further, The CIE estimate that this result will be associated with a very high
BCR of 9.3.46
It is important to note that it is a common misconception that a higher BCR is necessarily better than
a lower one – indeed the opposite may very well be true.47 A high benefit cost ratio generally
indicates low stringency or policy effectiveness, and little difference between business as usual and
the policy case. Alternatively, we could say that the measure with a high BCR is achieving less of its
intended social benefit – such as delivering lower energy bills for consumers, greenhouse gas savings
and peak demand reductions – than it could have done while still being cost-effective. In this
context, increasing energy performance requirements – provided the BCR remains above 1 – would
deliver more of these intended social benefits while remaining cost-effective.
The high expected BCR for NCC2019 is consistent with partial realisation of the cost-effective
economic potential. This outcome is understandable in the context of the long delay since the last
Code adjustment, as it might be argued that if all of the accumulated potential had been targeted
for realisation in a single step, then there could have been a risk of too great a rate of change in
business practices. This could potentially have had flow-on implications for product and service
markets, generating costs at least during a transition period. Spreading this adjustment task over
two regulatory windows reduces this risk, albeit with foregone net economic benefits. This
highlights the importance of undertaking regular Code reviews and making Code adjustments in a
progressive manner, so that they remain aligned with evolving economic conditions.

43

ABCB, Final Regulation Impact Statement for Decision (RIS 2009-07), 2009, p. 14.
Ibid.
45
pitt&sherry, Pathway to 2020 for Increased Stringency in New Building Energy Efficiency Standards: benefit cost
analysis: final report, January 2012, p. 12.
46
ABCB, NCC2019 Consultation RIS, energy efficiency of commercial buildings, 2018, p. 69.
47
BCR is a dimensionless indicator that, by definition, is not capable of communicating the absolute, or net present,
values of different policy options. We argue it is a poor basis for setting policy or stringency targets.
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It is noticeable from the trajectory results above that if a step of around 30% in new building energy
performance were made in 202248, then the cost-effective potential for further increases at later
regulatory windows – as currently observed – would be significantly lower. This indicates that the
stringency of Code energy performance requirements would have caught up with the underlying
economic reality. Once this occurs, the future rate of change in cost-effective energy performance
requirements would be expected to move primarily in line with technological progress and key
economic drivers such as the level of energy prices.

5.2

Costs of Delay

The costs of delay can be quantified by comparing the net present values of the 2025 and 2022
trajectories, for example. The difference between the NPVs of these two options (assuming energy
efficiency improvements only) is $4.5 billion. This net social benefit would be foregone if a Code
change were delayed by three years. While less plausible, perhaps, the analysis also indicates that
the cost of delay from 2022 to 2034 is $18.5 billion in present value terms. In addition, delay is
shown to lead to higher energy consumption (and bills), higher network peak demands and
associated costs, and higher greenhouse gas emissions.
As noted in Section 5.1, non-residential energy performance requirements in the National
Construction Code have a long history of being associated with relatively high BCRs as well as delays
in implementation of stringency changes. The results presented above indicate that – even with the
possibility that up to 25% of modelled Code savings are in fact not being fully delivered – these Code
savings remain the largest contributor to overall energy cost savings in the non-residential buildings
sector. When combined with the large opportunity that is presented for efficient investment in
higher energy performance for new buildings, as compared to existing ones, and the expectation
that two-thirds of the 2050 non-residential building stock is yet to be built (or refurbished to a future
Code standard), we conclude that the pattern of lower-than-optimal energy performance
requirements for new buildings should be of paramount concern. This pattern is leading to higher
energy bills, peak demands and greenhouse gas emissions than necessary, and a loss of energy and
economic productivity.
The primary underlying reason for this outcome appears to be the absence of a clear and regulated
process that determines when and how reviews of energy performance must occur, leading to a lack
of transparency and predictability of outcomes for stakeholders. This should be addressed by COAG
clarifying and documenting – preferably in regulations or another form of administrative guidance
– these processes, including the timing of reviews and key parameters such as the targeted objective
(whether framed as a BCR or, preferably, another metric).
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As noted above, this analysis suggests that somewhat higher increases may be justified economically, but this would
be investigated in a future RIS.
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5.3

Solar Requirements in the Code?

Given that solar is a well-established and cost-effective solution for buildings – potentially more so
than many other high-performance building elements – the question arises how renewable energy
should be treated in the NCC, and whether there is a case for some form of solar, or renewable,
energy requirement in a future Code.
Unlike for residential buildings, there is no barrier in the Code to including solar energy as an
element of a non-residential building solution for the purposes of demonstrating compliance with
Section J performance requirements: JV3 specifically states that the annual energy consumption of
the proposed building may be reduced by the amount of energy obtained from an on-site renewable
energy source. 49 In addition, we assume that there will be continued use of solar PV on new and
existing buildings, regardless of Code provisions, due to its inherent cost-effectiveness.
However, it is important to note that the Code allows for the benefits of solar PV to not be additional
to its energy performance requirements. It allows for a reference building to be modelled without
solar, while the proposed building solution may be modelled with solar. This means that the
specifications of plant and equipment may be downgraded, when compared to an equivalent
building without solar energy, while still complying with the Code. Once this occurs, it would then
be difficult and costly to recover the lost energy performance later in a building’s life, while it would
have been cost-effective if capture at the time of initial design and construction. This provision may
also create a compliance risk: if a building is approved on the basis that solar is to be installed, but
then this feature is cut from the final specifications due to budget constraints (as often occurs with
‘sustainability’ features), the building would then fail to comply with the Code. We suggest that this
provision is revised as soon as is feasible to remove the non-additionality.
As to whether a requirement to include solar energy should be included in a future Code, the key
barrier may be the variable extent to which individual buildings will be able to benefit from solar
installations. As noted earlier, this will depend on their form, location, design, height and other
factors, including current and future over-shading risks. That said, it is also the case that many other
building elements that form part of the deemed-to-satisfy solution for non-residential buildings may
not be suitable for a particular building. This is a key reason why energy standards are performance
based, allowing designers the opportunity to choose from a wide palette of elements, provided that
the overall solution complies with the performance requirements. A number of solutions for the
‘variability’ issue could be envisaged:

49

•

Qualifying the solar requirement ‘to the degree necessary’ - this phrase is already extensively
used in the Code and effectively allows an element of discretion or judgement to be applied
such that counter-intuitive or non-cost-effective solutions are not imposed

•

Using a more explicit qualifier on a solar requirement, such as ‘to the degree cost-effective’

ABCB, National Construction Code 2016, Volume 1, 2016, p. 390.
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•

Including solar PV as part of the DTS solution in JV3, which would allow designers using the
reference building approach (as generally occurs) to select alternative solutions to solar
when these are more cost-effective or simply preferred

•

Allowing off-site solutions, such as precinct-scale renewable generation or power purchase
agreements, to substitute for on-site solar generation.

As the share of solar and other forms of intermittent renewable energy generation rises in the grid,
there will be new technical requirements for grid firming and other ancillary services, as
documented in the CSIRO/ENA Roadmap for example.50 As the growth of renewables is not
confined or unique to buildings, it is likely that responses to these issues will be most efficiently and
effectively made in the electricity market rather than via buildings policy.
Given the novelty of this issue, it is likely that some time will be required to explore the issues and
options associated with a potential solar energy requirement in the Code, and to consult fully with
relevant stakeholders. At the same time, the potential economic benefits of this option are shown
to be large. Overall, we conclude:
1. Solar PV, appropriately installed, will be a cost-effective contribution to a building solution
2. The extent to which a particular building is able to benefit from this cost-effectively will vary
considerably
3. The potential for on-site PV to contribute to a cost-effective overall building solution should
be considered as part of the regular process of setting the stringency of Section J
requirements
4. To the extent that a particular building is not able to access solar PV benefits, there should
be no barrier to allowing access to a secure, long-term off-site solution such as a renewable
energy power purchase agreement
5. On this basis, it may be feasible to include a renewable energy performance requirement
within the Code – potentially limited to the degree to which it is cost-effective, and not
limited to on-site sources
6. The contribution of renewable energy to building solutions for Code compliance purposes
should not be able to be traded off against other energy performance requirements,
regardless of whether a solar energy requirement is included in a future Code.

50

CSIRO/ENA (2017).
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6.

Conclusions

The research presented in this report suggests a number of key conclusions:
•

The combination of higher, cost-effective energy performance requirements in the Code,
including solar within new building solutions and lifting non-Code energy efficiency policies
and targets would put the non-residential building sector onto a trajectory to achieve zero
net energy consumption, and zero net emissions, by 2050. At the same time, this result
would not be achieved if any one of these three elements were removed.

•

There is a strong prima facie case for a further adjustment to energy performance
requirements in the National Construction Code for non-residential buildings at the next
regulatory window of 2022 and at three-yearly intervals thereafter. Doing so would realise
a net economic benefit of $25.6 billion without solar energy performance requirements, or
by $41.7 billion with solar requirements.

•

Weighted average cost-effective energy efficiency improvements of 30%, on average, are
expected to be cost-effective by 2022, rising to 43% by 2034.

•

Delaying the next change to Code energy performance requirements by 3 years beyond the
next regulatory window of 2022 would incur significant opportunity costs of $4.5 billion in
net present value terms.

•

Including solar generation within the set of Code requirements would significantly increase
net social welfare, including by driving down the operating costs of new buildings cost
effectively.

•

A regular, 3-year Code review and revision cycle is shown to be provide superior outcomes
from an economic perspective to a less predictable Code change pattern, while a rolling, 15year trajectory into the future would enable efficient planning and investment by the
building industry.

•

The potential for the non-residential buildings sector to reach zero energy/emissions by
2050 occurs without significant reduction in gas consumption in the sector – in effect,
including solar PV within building solutions offsets gas-related emissions and enables gas to
continue to be used in buildings, even if very low net energy/emissions were required in the
longer term.
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